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(57) ABSTRACT 

Amemory module 10 is ?tted With a “cover and heat sink”5 
having a U-shape in cross section in such a manner that the 
memory module 10 is inserted into a U-shaped deep recess 
of the “cover and heat sink”5, and all packaged memory ICs 
3 and the other components 2 mounted on each face of a 
printed circuit board 1 are covered by the “cover and heat 
sink”5, With a silicone grease 6 being ?lled betWeen the 
“cover and heat sink”5 and the packaged memory ICs 3. The 
heat generated in each packaged memory IC 3 is conducted 
to the “cover and heat sink”5 through the silicone grease 6, 
and the heat is radiated from the surface of the “cover and 
heat sink”5 having a large surface area. In addition, since all 
the components 2 and 3 mounted on the printed circuit board 

(22) Filed? Jun- 14, 1999 1 are covered With the “cover and heat sink”5, the compo 
_ _ _ _ _ nents 2 and 3 mounted on the printed circuit board 1 are 

(30) Forelgn Apphcatlon Pnonty Data protected from a mechanical shock. Furthermore, it is pos 
sible to discriminate Whether or not the degree of the 

Jun. 12 1998 (JP) ......................................... .. 10-164720 
’ Warping of the printed circuit board 1 exceeds a permissible 

Publication Classi?cation limit. Because, if the Warping of the printed circuit board 
exceeds a certain limit, the memory module cannot be 

(51) Int. Cl.7 ..................................................... .. H05K 7/20 inserted into the U-shaped deep recess of the “cover and heat 
(52) US. Cl. ............................................................ .. 361/715 sink”5. 
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HEAT SINK AND MEMORY MODULE WITH 
HEAT SINK 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0002] The present invention relates to a heat sink con 
?gured to be ?tted to a memory module, and a memory 
module ?tted With a heat sink, and more speci?cally to a heat 
sink con?gured to be ?tted to a memory module composed 
of a plurality of DRAMs mainly mounted on a printed circuit 
board, and such a memory module ?tted With a heat sink. 

[0003] 2. Description of Related Art 

[0004] Recently, an increase of the operation speed and the 
storage capacity in semiconductor memories such as a 
DRAM (dynamic random access memory) is being rapidly 
advanced. With an increased integration density of the 
semiconductor memories, a generated heat amount of the 
semiconductor memory ICs (integrated circuit) increases 
correspondingly. In addition, the doWn-siZing of a module 
accommodating microelectronic components including the 
semiconductor memory ICs is demanded. On the other hand, 
it is in some cases that a memory module includes an IC or 
the like for compensating for a time delay of a signal caused 
by an increased operation speed of individual DRAMs. As 
a result, many ICs and chip-type circuit components are 
mounted on a printed circuit board in addition to the 
semiconductor memory ICs, so that the number of compo 
nents mounted in a memory module has a tendency to 
increase. 

[0005] NoW, a prior art memory module Will be described 
With reference to FIGS. 1A and 1B, Which are a diagram 
matic plan vieW and a diagrammatic side vieW of one typical 
eXample of the prior art memory module. As shoWn in 
FIGS. 1A and 1B, the memory module is generally desig 
nated With reference number 10, and includes a number of 
packaged memory ICs 3 and a plurality of chip-type capaci 
tors 2 mounted on each face of a printed circuit board 1. The 
printed circuit board 1 has an array of contact pads 4 
provided along a long-side edge of each face of the printed 
circuit board 1 for electrical connection With an appropriate 
mating socket. 

[0006] As seen from FIGS. 1A and 1B, the semiconductor 
memory ICs 3 and the chip-type capacitors 2 are mounted on 
each face of the printed circuit board 1 in a naked condition, 
and the memory module 10 is inserted into a slot Within a 
system such a personal computer in this naked condition. 
Therefore, heat generated in the memory ICs 3 is radiated 
from only the surface of the memory ICs 3. 

[0007] In the prior art memory module as mentioned 
above, since the heat radiation from the surface of the 
memory ICs is only the dissipation of he heat generated in 
the memory ICs, a satisfactory heat dissipation ef?ciency 
cannot be obtained. Further, since the heat radiating ef? 
ciency itself is in?uenced by a shape of the DRAM package, 
a neW problem is encountered in that the performance of the 
memory drops because of an increased heat of the DRAM 
caused With an increased integration density. 

[0008] In addition, since the prior art memory module is 
assembled in the condition that all components mounted on 
the module are in a naked condition, there is high possibility 
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that the chip-type components such as capacitors and resis 
tors located at a peripheral Zone of the printed circuit board 
of the memory module are broken or lost because of a 
mechanical shock in the course of transportation. Further 
more, With an increased performance of the ICs mounted on 
the printed circuit board of the memory module, a pin pitch 
of the packaged ICs becomes narroW, With the result that 
there occurs another neW problem such as a short-circuiting 
betWeen the pins of the IC caused by an eXternal cause. 

[0009] Besides, the components including the memory ICs 
are ordinarily mounted on the printed circuit board by 
locating the components on a solder paste printed on the 
printed circuit board, and putting the printed circuit board 
into a re?oW oven so that the components are soldered on the 
printed circuit board. In this process, the printed circuit 
board is often Warped, and if the components are mounted 
on the Warped printed circuit board, When the memory 
module is inserted into a slot Within a system such as a 
personal computer, a stress acts on the printed circuit board, 
With the result that the components are peeled off from the 
printed circuit board. 

[0010] Japanese Patent Application Pre-eXamination Pub 
lication No. JP-A-07-202120 (an English abstract of JP-A 
07-202120 is available and the content of the English 
abstract is incorporated by reference in its entirety into this 
application) proposes a high heat radiating memory con 
structed to ef?ciently radiate heat generated from a memory 
IC, by bonding the packaged memory IC to one surface of 
a heat radiating substrate and by covering the packaged 
memory IC and the one surface of the heat radiating sub 
strate With resin. 

[0011] This prior art is intended to elevate the heat radi 
ating ef?ciency of individual memory ICs, With the result 
that the memory module composed of a number of memory 
ICs having a high heat radiating ef?ciency mounted on a 
printed circuit board, can have a high heat radiating ef? 
ciency in total. HoWever, the individual memory IC becomes 
complicated in structure and expensive, and therefore, the 
memory module correspondingly becomes expensive. In 
addition, this approach cannot solve the problem of the 
Warping of the printed circuit board. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0012] Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention 
to provide a heat sink con?gured to be ?tted to a memory 
module, and a memory module ?tted With a heat sink, Which 
have overcome the above mentioned problems of the prior 
art. 

[0013] Another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide a heat sink Which is con?gured to be ?tted to a memory 
module, and Which can ef?ciently dissipate heat generated 
from packaged semiconductor memories such as DRAMs 
mounted on the memory module, and can protect compo 
nents mounted on a printed circuit board of the memory 
module, from a mechanical shock, and also can discriminate 
the degree of Warping of the printed circuit board having the 
packaged semiconductor memories and the other compo 
nents mounted thereon. 

[0014] Still another object of the present invention is to 
provide a memory module ?tted With the above mentioned 
heat sink. 
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[0015] The above and other objects of the present inven 
tion are achieved in accordance With the present invention 
by a heat sink con?gured to be ?tted over a memory module 
composed of a plurality of packaged memory integrated 
circuits mounted on a printed circuit board, the heat sink 
having a U-shape in cross section so that the memory 
module can be inserted into a U-shaped recess of the heat 
sink With a thermal conductive material being interposed 
betWeen the heat sink and the packaged memory integrated 
circuits mounted on the printed circuit board and being in 
contact With the heat sink and the packaged memory inte 
grated circuits. 

[0016] In one embodiment, the thermal conductive mate 
rial is a high thermal conductive member, and the heat sink 
is formed of a resilient material to have a clip function so 
that the memory module is mechanically held by the heat 
sink through the high thermal conductive member. Prefer 
ably, the heat sink has a number of conveXities on an outer 
surface thereof to having an increased outer surface area. 

[0017] According to another aspect of the present inven 
tion, there is provided a memory module composed of a 
plurality of packaged memory integrated circuits mounted 
on a printed circuit board, and ?tted With a heat sink having 
a U-shape in cross section in such a manner that the memory 
module is inserted into a U-shaped recess of the heat sink 
With a thermal conductive material being interposed 
betWeen the heat sink and the packaged memory integrated 
circuits and being in contact With the heat sink and the 
packaged memory integrated circuits 

[0018] In one embodiment, the thermal conductive mate 
rial is a high thermal conductive member, and the heat sink 
is formed of a resilient material to have a clip function so 
that the memory module is mechanically held by the heat 
sink through the high thermal conductive member. Prefer 
ably, the thermal conductive member is a high thermal 
conductive rubber having an electrical insulative property, 
and the heat sink has a number of conveXities on an outer 
surface thereof to having an increased outer surface area. 

[0019] The heat sink can be detachable from the memory 
module. In another embodiment, the thermal conductive 
material is a silicone grease. 

[0020] More preferably, the heat sink has a length of the 
heat sink and a depth of the U-shaped recess suf?cient to 
cover all of the packaged memory integrated circuits 
mounted on a printed circuit board. 

[0021] The above and other objects, features and advan 
tages of the present invention Will be apparent from the 
folloWing description of preferred embodiments of the 
invention With reference to the accompanying draWings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0022] FIGS. 1A and 1B are a diagrammatic plan vieW 
and a diagrammatic side vieW of one typical eXample of the 
prior art memory module, respectively; 

[0023] FIGS. 2A and 2B are a diagrammatic plan vieW 
and a diagrammatic cross-sectional vieW of a ?rst embodi 
ment of the memory module ?tted With the heat sink in 
accordance With the present invention, respectively; 

[0024] FIG. 2C is a diagrammatic partial sectional vieW 
taken along the line A-A in FIG. 2B; 
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[0025] FIGS. 3A and 3B are a diagrammatic plan vieW 
and a diagrammatic cross-sectional vieW of a second 
embodiment of the memory module ?tted With the heat sink 
in accordance With the present invention, respectively; and 

[0026] FIG. 3C is a diagrammatic partial sectional vieW 
taken along the line B-B in FIG. 3B. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0027] Referring to FIGS. 2A and 2B, there are shoWn a 
diagrammatic plan vieW and a diagrammatic cross-sectional 
vieW of a ?rst embodiment of the memory module ?tted With 
the heat sink in accordance With the present invention, 
respectively. FIG. 2C is a diagrammatic partial sectional 
vieW taken along the line A-A in FIG. 2B. In FIGS. 2A, 2B 
and 2C, elements similar to those shoWn in FIGS. 1A and 
1B are given With the same reference numbers, and eXpla 
nation Will be omitted for simpli?cation. 

[0028] As seen from comparison betWeen FIGS. 1A and 
1B and FIGS. 2A and 2B, the ?rst embodiment is charac 
teriZed in that the conventional memory module 10 (com 
posed of a plurality of memory ICs 3 and a plurality of 
chip-type capacitors 2 mounted on a printed circuit board 1 
having a number of contact pads 4 located along one side 
edge of the printed circuit board 1) is ?tted With a “cover and 
heat sink”5 in accordance With present invention. 

[0029] This “cover and heat sink”5 has a U-shape in a 
cross-section as shoWn in FIG. 2B. Namely, the “cover and 
heat sink”5 has a top plate 5A and a pair of side plates 5B 
and 5C vertically and straight doWnWard extending from 
opposite longitudinal sides of the top plate 5A so as to 
con?ne therebetWeen a U-shaped deep recess. A spacing 5 
betWeen opposing inner surfaces of the side plates 5B and 
5C is larger than a thickness T of the memory module 10. 
This spacing 5 is at constant from an upper end to a loWer 
end of the side plates 5B and 5C. A length L of the “cover 
and heat sink”5 and a depth D of the U-shaped deep recess 
(a distance from an inner surface of the top plate 5A to a free 
edge of the pair of side plates 5B and 5C) are suf?cient to 
cover all the packaged memory ICs and the other compo 
nents mounted on the printed circuit board 1, but to maintain 
the contact pads 4 in an eXposed condition. In the shoWn 
embodiment, the length L of the “cover and heat sink”5 is 
longer than a distance from a left edge of the leftmost 
packaged memory IC to a right edge of the rightmost 
packaged memory IC, in FIG. 2A, but shorter than a length 
of the printed circuit board 1, and the depth D is slightly 
longer than a distance from an upper end of the printed 
circuit board 1 to a loWer end of the packaged memory ICs 
in the condition shoWn in FIG. 2A. 

[0030] In addition, as shoWn in FIGS. 2A and 2B, at least 
the pair of side plates 5B and 5C of the “cover and heat 
sink”5 preferably have a number of conveXities or small 
projections 5D formed on an outer surface thereof in order 
to have an increase surface area so as to elevate heat 

radiation ef?ciency. But, not only the pair of side plates 5B 
and 5C but also both the top plate 5A can have a number of 
conveXities or small projections 5D on an outer surface 
thereof. 

[0031] Thus, the “cover and heat sink”5 is ?tted over the 
memory module 10 in such a manner that the memory 
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module 10 is inserted into the U-shaped deep recess between 
the pair of side plates 5B and 5C and all the packaged 
memory ICs 3 and the other components 2 mounted on each 
face of the printed circuit board 1 are covered by the side 
plates 5B and 5C but the contact pads 4 are not covered by 
the side plates 5B and SC. 

[0032] In this condition, as shoWn in FIG. 2C, a silicone 
grease 6 having a good thermal conductivity and an electric 
insulative property, is ?lled into a space betWeen the inner 
surface of each of the side plates 5B and 5C and each of the 
packaged memory ICs 3 so that the heat generated in each 
packaged memory IC 3 is conducted through the silicone 
grease 6 to a corresponding side plate 5B or 5C. Since the 
silicone grease 6 is betWeen the side plates 5B and 5C of the 
“cover and heat sink”5 and each of the packaged memory 
ICs 3, the “cover and heat sink”5 is detachable from the 
memory module 10. 

[0033] As mentioned above, in the ?rst embodiment, the 
“cover and heat sink”5 is ?tted over the conventional 
memory module 10 With the silicone grease 6 being ?lled 
betWeen the “cover and heat sink”5 and the packaged 
memory ICs 3. With this arrangement, the heat generated in 
each packaged memory IC 3 is conducted to the “cover and 
heat sink”5 through the silicone grease 6, and the heat is 
radiated from the surface of the “cover and heat sink”5. 
Since the outer surface area of the “cover and heat sink”5 is 
remarkably larger than the total of respective outer surface 
areas of all the packaged memory IC 3 mounted on the 
printed circuit board 1, the heat generated in the packaged 
memory ICs 3 can be more ef?ciently dissipated from the 
“cover and heat sink”5, than in the conventional memory 
module 10 shoWn in FIGS. 1A and 1B. Here, even if the 
outer surface of the “cover and heat sink”5 have no con 
vexity 5D, if the outer surface area of the “cover and heat 
sink”5 is remarkably larger than the total of respective outer 
surface areas of all the packaged memory IC 3 mounted on 
the printed circuit board 1, the convexities 5D may not 
necessarily be provided on the outer surface of the “cover 
and heat sink”5. HoWever, it is the most preferable that the 
convexities 5D are provided on the outer surface of the 
“cover and heat sink”5, since it is possible to further increase 
the outer surface area of the “cover and heat sink”5. 

[0034] Furthermore, since all the packaged memory IC 3 
and the other components 2 mounted on the printed circuit 
board 1 are covered With the “cover and heat sink”5, the 
chip-type components such as capacitors and resistors 
located at a peripheral Zone of the printed circuit board 1 are 
protected from a mechanical shock, and therefore, there is 
no possibility that the chip-type components located at the 
peripheral Zone of the printed circuit board of the memory 
module are broken or lost in the course of transportation. 

[0035] In addition, as mentioned above, When the com 
ponents including the memory ICs are mounted on the 
printed circuit board by melting the solder paste printed on 
the printed circuit board, the printed circuit board is often 
Warped. If the Warping of the printed circuit board exceeds 
a certain limit, the “cover and heat sink”5 can no longer be 
?tted over the memory module 10. Therefore, it is possible 
to discriminate the degree of the Warping of the printed 
circuit board, on the basis of Whether or not the “cover and 
heat sink”5 can be ?tted over the memory module 10. 
Accordingly, it is possible to prevent the components from 
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being peeled off from the printed circuit board, Which Would 
be caused by inserting the printed circuit board having the 
Warping exceeding the limit, into a slot Within a system such 
as a personal computer. 

[0036] In this ?rst embodiment, it is suf?cient if the “cover 
and heat sink”5 has a good thermal conductivity and a 
mechanical strength suf?cient to protect the components 2 
and 3 mounted on the printed circuit board 1 from a 
mechanical shock. Accordingly, the “cover and heat sink”5 
can be formed of a metal or a ceramic. In addition, the 
silicone grease 6 can be replaced With any material Which 
has a viscosity comparable to the silicone grease and Which 
has a thermal stability, an electrical insulative property and 
a good thermal conductivity. Furthermore, if it is unneces 
sary to detach the “cover and heat sink”5 from the memory 
module 10 after the “cover and heat sink”5 is ?tted over the 
memory module 10, the silicone grease 6 can be replaced 
With a close contact adhesive Which has a thermal stability, 
an electrical insulative property and a good thermal conduc 
tivity. 

[0037] Referring to FIGS. 3A and 3B, there are shoWn a 
diagrammatic plan vieW and a diagrammatic cross-sectional 
vieW of a second embodiment of the memory module ?tted 
With the heat sink in accordance With the present invention, 
respectively. FIG. 3C is a diagrammatic partial sectional 
vieW taken along the line B-B in FIG. 3B. In FIGS. 3A, 3B 
and 3C, elements similar to those shoWn in FIGS. 2A, 2B 
and 2C are given With the same reference numbers, and 
explanation Will be omitted for simpli?cation. 

[0038] As seen from comparison betWeen FIGS. 3A, 3B 
and 3C and FIGS. 2A, 2B and 2C, the second embodiment 
is different from the ?rst embodiment in that the “cover and 
heat sink”5 and the silicone grease 6 of the ?rst embodiment 
are replaced With a clip type “cover and heat sink”7 and a 
high thermal conductive rubber 8 having an electrical insu 
lative property, respectively. 

[0039] The clip type “cover and heat sink”7 is formed of 
a resilient material, for example a metal or ceramic having 
a spring property, and has a deformed U-shape in cross 
section, as shoWn in FIG. 3B. More speci?cally, the clip 
type “cover and heat sink”7 has a top plate 7A and a pair of 
side plates 7B and 7C doWnWard extending from opposite 
longitudinal sides of the top plate 5A to ?rst slightly 
inWardly extend a short distance from the top plate 7A and 
to then extend vertically and straight, so as to con?ne 
therebetWeen a deformed U-shape deep recess and to have 
a clip function betWeen the pair of side plates 7B and 7C. 

[0040] In addition, similarly to the ?rst embodiment, at 
least the pair of side plates 7B and 7C of the clip type “cover 
and heat sink”7 preferably A@ have a number of convexi 
ties or small projections 7D formed on an outer surface 
thereof in order to have an increase surface area so as to 
elevate heat radiation ef?ciency. But, not only the pair of 
side plates 7B and 7C but also both the top plate 7A can have 
a number of convexities or small projections 7D on an outer 
surface thereof. 

[0041] Similarly to the ?rst embodiment, a spacing 5 
betWeen opposing inner surfaces of a vertical straight por 
tion of the side plates 7B and 7C is larger than a thickness 
T of the memory module 10. A length L of the “cover and 
heat sink”5 and a depth D of the deep recess (a distance from 
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an inner surface of the top plate 7A to a free edge of the pair 
of side plates 7B and 7C) are suf?cient to cover all the 
packaged memory ICs and the other components mounted 
on the printed circuit board 1, but to maintain the contact 
pads 4 in an exposed condition. In addition, the vertical 
straight portion of each of the side plates 7B and 7C has a 
siZe suf?cient to cover all the packaged memory ICs and the 
other components mounted on the printed circuit board 1, as 
shoWn in FIG. 3B. 

[0042] Thus, the clip type “cover and heat sink”7 is ?tted 
over the memory module 10 in such a manner that the 
memory module 10 is inserted into the deep recess betWeen 
the pair of side plates 7B and 7C and that all the packaged 
memory ICs 3 and the other components 2 mounted on each 
face of the printed circuit board 1 are covered by the side 
plates 7B and 7C and held betWeen the side plates 7B and 
7C With the high thermal conductive rubber 8 being inserted 
betWeen the inner surface of each of the side plates 7B and 
7C and each of the packaged memory ICs 3. But, the contact 
pads 4 are not covered by the side plates 7B and 7C. 

[0043] In this second embodiment, since the “cover and 
heat sink”5 is replaced With the clip type “cover and heat 
sink”7 formed of the resilient material With the high thermal 
conductive rubber 8 being inserted betWeen the side plates 
7B and 7C and the packaged memory ICs 3, the bonding 
betWeen the clip type “cover and heat sink”7 and the 
packaged memory ICs 3 can be elevated in comparison With 
the ?rst embodiment. Therefore, the heat generated in each 
packaged memory IC 3 can be more ef?ciently conducted to 
the clip type “cover and heat sink”7 through the high thermal 
conductive rubber 8, so that the heat is radiated from the 
surface of the clip type “cover and heat sink”7. 

[0044] Similarly to the ?rst embodiment, since the outer 
surface area of the clip type “cover and heat sink”7 is 
remarkably larger than the total of respective outer surface 
areas of all the packaged memory IC 3 mounted on the 
printed circuit board 1, the heat generated in the packaged 
memory ICs 3 can be more ef?ciently dissipated from the 
clip type “cover and heat sink”7, than in the conventional 
memory module 10 shoWn in FIGS. 1A and 1B. In addition, 
since the bonding betWeen the clip type “cover and heat 
sink”7 and the packaged memory ICs 3 can be elevated in 
comparison With the ?rst embodiment, the heat generated in 
the packaged memory ICs 3 can be more efficiently dissi 
pated than the “cover and heat sink”5 of the ?rst embodi 
ment. 

[0045] Moreover, since the memory module 10 is held by 
the clip type “cover and heat sink”7 With an appropriate 
force exerted by the resilient property of the clip type “cover 
and heat sink”7, possibility of the “cover and heat sink” 
being dropped off from the memory module 10 becomes 
remarkably small in comparison With the ?rst embodiment 
using the silicone grease 6. 

[0046] Furthermore, similarly to the ?rst embodiment, 
since all the packaged memory IC 3 and the other compo 
nents 2 mounted on the printed circuit board 1 are covered 
With the clip type “cover and heat sink”7, the chip-type 
components such as capacitors and resistors located at a 
peripheral Zone of the printed circuit board 1 are protected 
from a mechanical shock, and therefore, there is no possi 
bility that the chip-type components located at the peripheral 
Zone of the printed circuit board of the memory module are 
broken or lost in the course of transportation. 
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[0047] In addition, as mentioned above, When the com 
ponents including the memory ICs are mounted on the 
printed circuit board by melting the solder paste printed on 
the printed circuit board, the printed circuit board is often 
Warped. If the Warping of the printed circuit board exceeds 
a certain limit, the clip type “cover and heat sink”7 can no 
longer be ?tted over the memory module 10. Therefore, 
similarly to the ?rst embodiment, it is possible to discrimi 
nate the degree of the Warping of the printed circuit board, 
on the basis of Whether or not the clip type “cover and heat 
sink”7 can be ?tted over the memory module 10. Accord 
ingly, it is possible to prevent the components from being 
peeled off from the printed circuit board, Which Would be 
caused by inserting the printed circuit board having the 
Warping exceeding the limit, into a slot Within a system such 
as a personal computer. 

[0048] As seen from the above, the memory module ?tted 
With the heat sink in accordance With the present invention 
have the folloWing advantages: 

[0049] A ?rst advantage is that the heat generated in the 
packaged memory ICs, and preferably the other compo 
nents, mounted in the memory module can be ef?ciently 
dissipated. The reason for this is that, since the heat gener 
ating bodies such as the packaged memory ICs are coupled 
to the “cover and heat sink” through the silicone grease or 
the high thermal conductive rubber in a good heat conduct 
ing relation, the heat generated in the heat generating bodies 
are ef?ciently conducted to the “cover and heat sink”, and 
further ef?ciently dissipated from the surface of the “cover 
and heat sink” having a large surface area. 

[0050] A second advantage is that the components 
mounted on the printed circuit board are protected from a 
mechanical shock, since all the components mounted on the 
printed circuit board are covered With the “cover and heat 
sink” having a mechanical strength suf?cient to protect the 
components mounted on the printed circuit board from the 
mechanical shock, With the result that an externally applied 
force is not applied to the components mounted on the 
printed circuit board. 

[0051] A third advantage is that it is possible to discrimi 
nate Whether or not the degree of the Warping of the printed 
circuit board exceeds a permissible limit. Because, if the 
Warping of the printed circuit board (Which occurred 
because of heat and other causes When the components 
including the memory ICs are mounted on the printed circuit 
board) exceeds a certain limit, the “cover and heat sink” can 
no longer be ?tted over the memory module. In addition, 
even if the “cover and heat sink” could be ?tted over the 
memory module having a slight Warping, it is possible to 
knoW Whether or not the component mounted on the printed 
circuit board is peeled off from the printed circuit board, by 
carrying out an electric test for the memory module ?tted 
With the “cover and heat sink”. Therefore, it is possible to 
prevent a defective memory module from being supplied to 
a market. 

[0052] The invention has thus been shoWn and described 
With reference to the speci?c embodiments. HoWever, it 
should be noted that the present invention is in no Way 
limited to the details of the illustrated structures but changes 
and modi?cations may be made Within the scope of the 
appended claims. 
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1. A heat sink con?gured to be ?tted over a memory 
module composed of a plurality of packaged memory inte 
grated circuits mounted on a printed circuit board, the heat 
sink having a U-shape in cross section so that the memory 
module can be inserted into a U-shaped recess of the heat 
sink With a thermal conductive material being interposed 
betWeen the heat sink and said packaged memory integrated 
circuits mounted on said printed circuit board and being in 
contact With the heat sink and said packaged memory 
integrated circuits. 

2. A heat sink claimed in claim 1 Wherein said thermal 
conductive material is a high thermal conductive member, 
and the heat sink is formed of a resilient material to have a 
clip function so that the memory module is mechanically 
held by the heat sink through said high thermal conductive 
member. 

3. Aheat sink claimed in claim 2 Wherein the heat sink has 
a number of conveXities on an outer surface thereof to 
having an increased outer surface area. 

4. Aheat sink claimed in claim 1 Wherein the heat sink has 
a number of conveXities on an outer surface thereof to 
having an increased outer surface area. 

5. Amemory module composed of a plurality of packaged 
memory integrated circuits mounted on a printed circuit 
board, and ?tted With a heat sink having a U-shape in cross 
section in such a manner that the memory module is inserted 
into a U-shaped recess of said heat sink With a thermal 
conductive material being interposed betWeen said heat sink 
and said packaged memory integrated circuits and being in 
contact With said heat sink and said packaged memory 
integrated circuits 

6. A memory module claimed in claim 5 Wherein said 
thermal conductive material is a high thermal conductive 
member, and said heat sink is formed of a resilient material 
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to have a clip function so that the memory module is 
mechanically held by said heat sink through said high 
thermal conductive member. 

7. A memory module claimed in claim 6 Wherein said 
thermal conductive member is a high thermal conductive 
rubber having an electrical insulative property. 

8. Amemory module claimed in claim 6 Wherein said heat 
sink has a number of conveXities on an outer surface thereof 
to having an increased outer surface area. 

9. Amemory module claimed in claim 6 Wherein said heat 
sink is detachable from the memory module. 

10. A memory module claimed in claim 5 Wherein said 
thermal conductive material is a silicone grease. 

11. A memory module claimed in claim 10 Wherein the 
heat sink has a number of conveXities on an outer surface 
thereof to having an increased outer surface area. 

12. A memory module claimed in claim 10 Wherein said 
heat sink is detachable from the memory module. 

13. Amemory module claimed in claim 5 Wherein the heat 
sink has a number of conveXities on an outer surface thereof 
to having an increased outer surface area. 

14. A memory module claimed in claim 5 Wherein said 
heat sink is detachable from the memory module. 

15. A memory module claimed in claim 5 Wherein said 
thermal conductive member is a high thermal conductive 
rubber having an electrical insulative property. 

16. A memory module claimed in claim 5 Wherein said 
heat sink has a length of said heat sink and a depth of said 
U-shaped recess suf?cient to cover all of said packaged 
memory integrated circuits mounted on a printed circuit 
board. 


